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What is AN-SOF?
AN-SOF is a simulation software
for the modeling, analysis and
design of antenna systems.

AN-SOF

Antenna Simulator

Key Advantages

• Fast and easy to use graphical
input interface.

• High accuracy thanks to the

Conformal Method of Moments
with exact Kernel.

• High-quality results from

extremely low frequencies to
beyond microwaves.
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Fundamentals of Simulation










AN-SOF computes the electrical
currents flowing in metallic
structures.
Any metallic structure can be
modeled using conductive wires.
Wire antennas, including dipoles,
monopoles, yagis, log-periodic
arrays, helices, spirals, loops,
horns, fractals and many other
antenna types can be modeled
using AN-SOF.
The fields radiated by the currents
are also computed.
Transmitting and receiving antennas
can be modeled and designed.
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Method of Moments








The Method of Moments (MoM) is
a numerical technique that allows us
to determine the current that flows
in metallic structures.
The wire structure is divided into
segments whose lengths must be
short relative to the wavelength.
In the traditional MoM, straight
segments are used, so a linear
approximation to the geometry of
the structure is applied.
The current in each segment is
obtained by solving an integral form
of Maxwell equations in the
frequency domain, which becomes a
matrix equation after applying the
MoM.
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Limitations of Traditional MoM












No curved wires. Poor convergence for
helices, loops and spirals when
approached by straight segments.
Parallel wires can't be close. Wire
spacing must be greater than a quarter of
a segment length.
Problems with bent wires. Lack of
convergence when there are wires bent at
right angles or less than 30°.

L
< L/4

Segments can't be very short, not less
than 0.001 wavelength.
Wires can't be thick due to the thin-wire
approximation.
Horizontal wires can't be close to a
lossy ground plane. Diverging input
impedance.

900

< 300
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Conformal MoM








A modern MoM is used in AN-SOF: the
Conformal Method of Moments (CMoM).

Traditional MoM

In the CMoM, conformal segments are used
that exactly follow the contour of the
structure, obtaining an exact description of
the geometric details.
All the limitations of the traditional MoM are
removed by treating the so-called Kernel of
the integral equation exactly, unlike other
software packages that use thin-wire
approximations.

Conformal MoM

AN-SOF is the only software on the market
that has a calculation engine based on the
CMoM.
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Advantages of CMoM








Using conformal segments, the number of
calculations is reduced and accuracy is greatly
increased.

Traditional MoM

Simulation time and computer memory space
are also reduced, allowing for the solution of
bigger problems.

Advanced calculation techniques are
implemented in the CMoM, making possible
simulations from extremely low frequencies
(electric circuits at 50-60 Hz) to very high ones
(microwave antennas at 2.4 GHz / 5 GHz).

Conformal MoM

This extended frequency range is only
available in AN-SOF.
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AN-SOF Interface






Data entry with AN-SOF is easy. To
edit a wire just click on it and an edit
box will come up with the relevant
dimensions. This is easier and quicker
than searching through a spreadsheet
to find a wire. Also, sources and loads
can be seen graphically.
To visualize output data, we can have
quite a collection of plotted images to
compare and save as we run through
a design.
Wire skin effect and insulation,
perfect and lossy ground planes,
dielectric substrates, different wire
cross-sections, suitable unit systems,
frequency sweeps and a lot of
visualization options are available.
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Integrated Graphical Tools


AN-XY Chart


Especially designed for the
graphical visualization of
2D plots in Cartesian
coordinates, such as
current distributions vs.
position, impedances and
VSWR vs. frequency, and
radiation patterns.
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Integrated Graphical Tools


AN-Smith


The famous Smith chart
for the representation of
impedances and
admittances is
implemented with mouse
support for obtaining
reflection coefficients and
VSWR with only one click.
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Integrated Graphical Tools


AN-Polar


The widely used polar
diagram for the
representation of
electromagnetic fields
versus azimuth and zenith
angles, with calculation of
beamwidth and front-toback ratio.
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Integrated Graphical Tools


AN-3D Pattern


A 3D view of radiation and
scattering patterns can
easly be handled with this
graphical tool. Color maps
for current distributions
and near fields are also
included.
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Examples
Broadcast Antennas

Yagi-Uda

Log-Periodic

Grid Reflector

Helix Antenna

V-Antenna

Horn Antenna

Parabolic Antenna

Microstrip Array
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Golden Engineering
www.antennasimulator.com

Contact us
info@antennasimulator.com
Live Chat with us

Join us

Follow us

Google group

Twitter

Facebook group

YouTube channel

LinkedIn
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